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Child Protection in Emergencies Working Group

Implementation of Child Protection Activities January to September 2014

WG Members carrying out Psychosocial Support Activities with Caregivers

Data Sources:
- The Child Protection Sector Data is based on the Activity Info Reporting.

All data used were the best available at the time of map production.

The boundaries, names, and designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations, UNICEF or UNHCR.
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- **Caregivers in PSS Sept ’14 Akkar**
- **Number of Organisation**

**Acronym** | **Organisation**
---|---
AEC | Arc En Ciel
Beyond | Beyond
DRC | Danish Refugee Council Lebanon
IMC | International Medical Corps Lebanon
IRC | International Rescue Committee Lebanon
MSL | Mouvement Social Lebanon
P_Scouts | Palestinian Boy Scouts & Girl Guides Association
SCI | Save the Children International Lebanon
URDA | Union of the Relief and Development Associations
WCH | War Child Holland Lebanon
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